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Objective: 
This presentation provides an overview of how to 

write an introduction chapter for a Masters or 

Doctoral dissertation.



  Your introductory chapter provides the outline of a story

Show the audience you anticipated 
their questions. 

Leave room for Q&A, but use the Appendix 
as a way to show that you both thought 
about those questions and have solid 
answers with supporting information. Let 
the audience test their understanding of the 
problem and the solution you’ve outlined - 
questions give them a chance to talk 
themselves into your approach, and give you 
a chance to show mastery of the subject.

Think of your thesis as an interesting story that needs to be told.

A doctoral scholar is a storyteller who uses evidence 

and systematic inquiry methods to argue a point.

During the first year of your thesis writing project, you should keep this idea of 

a story in your mind whenever you write. Adopting this mindset may help you 

choose the best thesis structure sooner rather than later.



Your introduction chapter is 

important as it the first section 

of your thesis that most of your 

audience will read first.

This is the place that will impart 

its first impression on others.

Many people who do not read a 

thesis to its conclusion abandon 

this scholarship as the 

introduction chapter does not 

arouse their curiosity.

Introduction

Literature review

Methodological design

The introduction chapter is the first section of your 
set of introductory chapters.

Historical background



There is a tradition in some Arts disciplines to name the introductory 
chapter with a creative title to arouse your reader’s curiosity and draw 
them in.  Consider the titles of these introductory chapters below.

Sociology Cultural studies Creative writing
“The story of how we began the search for our landscapes” (Ming He,1998, University of Toronto)
“Threads into the Labyrinth” (Donna Bridges, 2005, Western Sydney University)
“From incitement to identity: the Missing link in the debate on girls' style in the school” (Shauna 
Pemerantz, 2006, University of British Columbia)

It is acceptable to title this chapter “Introduction” in all disciplines. Most candidates use this title.

Gender studies



Comprehensive introduction chapter
1.1     Introducing the thesis: Contribution to the field

1.2     Context/background to the research problem

1.3     Conceptual framework for analysis

1.4     Justification for the study

1.5     Defining the research question and objectives

1.6     Definition of key terms

1.7     Research assumptions

1.8     Scope and limitations

1.9     Thesis structure

1.10   Conclusion

The sub-sections shown in this table 
offer a comprehensive list of options.

It is normally not mandatory to include 
all of these headings or discussions 
topics in a Doctoral dissertation.

You may also place these sub-sections 
in a different order within your opening 
chapter.

You may also place some of these 
subsections in another chapter such as 
your Historical Background Chapter.



Signature style

Valdosta State University (2016), A suggested 
format for Chapter 1 of the dissertation, 

https://www.valdosta.edu/colleges/education/curriculum-leadership-a
nd-technology/documents/FormatforDissertation_ChapterOne.pdf

Your introduction chapter is 
where you claim to make a 
substantially original 
contribution to knowledge. 

Your audience should not read 
more than circa the first 20% 
of this chapter to learn the 
contribution to the field that 
your thesis makes.



Context to your thesis story
TYPES OF CONTEXT

Prior research

   Ongoing research

   Contemporary developments

   Historical context - humanity

Environmental history e.g.
Natural disasters. 

You must discuss relevant factors in your introduction that 

allow your audience to understand the origins and gravity of 

the problem. For example, you may argue that the 

government must address homelessness as 3% of its 

citizens are destitute. If you do not mention that the 

homeless rate averaged 15% in the decade prior, you might 

be seen to exaggerate this social problem and diminish 

policy actions of recent years that mitigate this issue.



Comparative frameworks

Show the audience you anticipated 
their questions. 

Leave room for Q&A, but use the Appendix 
as a way to show that you both thought 
about those questions and have solid 
answers with supporting information. Let 
the audience test their understanding of the 
problem and the solution you’ve outlined - 
questions give them a chance to talk 
themselves into your approach, and give you 
a chance to show mastery of the subject.

You may base you comparative analytical discussion on: 

● Similarities 

● Differences

● Similarities and differences

Discussion similarities is ‘comparative analysis’.

Discussion of differences is ‘contrast analysis’

If you discuss both, you are ‘comparing and contrasting’ two or more things.



Historical context (continued)

COMPARATIVE FRAMEWORKS BASED ON DISSIMILARITY

   State climates and geography                   Alaska and Hawaii

National religious frameworks                 Sweden and North Korea

   Language vocabulary and grammar        Icelandic and Khmer

Planet sizes                                                  Mercury and Jupiter

   Legal systems                                              Israel and Bhutan

   Musical instruments                                  Khaen and xylophone

   Animals                                                       Blue whale and leopard



Historical context (continued)

COMPARATIVE FRAMEWORKS BASED ON SIMILARITY

   State climates and geography               Utah and Nevada                  Punjab and Haryana

National religious frameworks              Iran and Iraq                       Ukraine and Russia

   Language vocabulary and grammar     Latin and Italian                 Laos and Thai

Planet sizes                                               Jupiter and Saturn              Neptune and Uranus

   Legal systems                                           Canada and Australia         Saudi Arabia and Kuwait

   Musical instruments                                Harp and cello (strings)      Drums and piano (percussion)

   Animals                                                     Cat and dog (mammals)     Fleas and flies (insects) 



Conceptual frameworks for analysis
You should outline the conceptual frameworks that shape your data analysis chapters. 
Writing this section may take some practice. You need to ensure that you do not repeat 
discussion in your Literature Review Chapter and other chapters.

RIGHTS FRAMEWORKS

   Legal rights

Natural law 

   Citizenship rights

Universal human rights

   Domestic human rights

Identifying your conceptual frameworks might take some 
time for two reasons. First, there are numerous scholarly 
frameworks to select from, even in sub-fields. Second, 
these frameworks invariably overlap to some degree. For 
example, consider the case of a socio-legal studies 
student who explores issues of law and human rights.

One way to avoid selecting too many conceptual 
frameworks is to identify a small number that are most 
relevant (e.g. legal rights, natural rights) and embed your 
discussion of relevant supporting frameworks within this 
discussion (e.g. citizenship rights, domestic human rights).



       Justification for the study
Show the audience you anticipated 
their questions. 

Leave room for Q&A, but use the Appendix 
as a way to show that you both thought 
about those questions and have solid 
answers with supporting information. Let 
the audience test their understanding of the 
problem and the solution you’ve outlined - 
questions give them a chance to talk 
themselves into your approach, and give you 
a chance to show mastery of the subject.

You need to argue that there is a legitimate need to undertake your 

study. Most knowledge gaps that exist in the corpus of scholarly 

literature have a connection to problems that concern plants, people, 

animals or the natural environment (including planets). 

Whether you are conducting research in Arts or Sciences disciplines, 

you must put forward an argument that your research aims to improve 

the quality of life for plants, people,  animals or the natural environment.



Definition of key terms
Show the audience you anticipated 
their questions. 

Leave room for Q&A, but use the Appendix 
as a way to show that you both thought 
about those questions and have solid 
answers with supporting information. Let 
the audience test their understanding of the 
problem and the solution you’ve outlined - 
questions give them a chance to talk 
themselves into your approach, and give you 
a chance to show mastery of the subject.

It may be useful to offer a definition of terminologies that are not general 

knowledge within your discipline. This might be a relevant issue if you are 

writing in a narrow sub-field.

The key terms that you define may be theoretical concepts or technical 

jargon that is central to discussion in your thesis.

You must offer at least one authoritative peer-reviewed scholarly to support 

each definition.



Research assumptions

Show the audience you anticipated 
their questions. 

Leave room for Q&A, but use the Appendix 
as a way to show that you both thought 
about those questions and have solid 
answers with supporting information. Let 
the audience test their understanding of the 
problem and the solution you’ve outlined - 
questions give them a chance to talk 
themselves into your approach, and give you 
a chance to show mastery of the subject.

In some instances it is desirable to inform the reader of assumptions that underpin your inquiry. 

Omitting this section may cause the reader to wrongly conclude that you are not aware of the 

limitations of your research. You should only make assumptions that are reasonable and are not 

of major consequence to the quality of your data collection and data analysis.

An example of a generally accepted research assumption is to assume that all relevant prior 

works that you must consult have been written in English or translated into this language. Most 

research that has global ramifications is eventually translated into the global lingua franca.

Jenkins, J. (2013), English as a lingua franca in the international university: The politics of academic 
English language policy (Chapter one), London, England: Routledge.
<http://samples.sainsburysebooks.co.uk/9781135124403_sample_504230.pdf>. Accessed 24 July 2016

http://samples.sainsburysebooks.co.uk/9781135124403_sample_504230.pdf


Scope and limitations
Show the audience you anticipated 
their questions. 

Leave room for Q&A, but use the Appendix 
as a way to show that you both thought 
about those questions and have solid 
answers with supporting information. Let 
the audience test their understanding of the 
problem and the solution you’ve outlined - 
questions give them a chance to talk 
themselves into your approach, and give you 
a chance to show mastery of the subject.

The vast majority of theses impose some limitations on the bounds of their study. 

Popular ways to narrow the parameters of your research project include:

● Time (e.g. analysing the past decade) 

● Place (e.g. local, urban, regional, national)

● Institution (e.g. families, government, public institutions, private institutions)

● People (e.g. race, age, gender, citizenship, religion, linguistic background)

“This thesis examines the experiences of migrants who access public hospitals in 

Cambodia between 2005 and 2015)”.



Thesis structure: exposition of thesis chapters      

Show the audience you anticipated 
their questions. 

Leave room for Q&A, but use the Appendix 
as a way to show that you both thought 
about those questions and have solid 
answers with supporting information. Let 
the audience test their understanding of the 
problem and the solution you’ve outlined - 
questions give them a chance to talk 
themselves into your approach, and give you 
a chance to show mastery of the subject.

Some theses include a brief outline of its structure.

This discussion offers a useful way to overview the remainder of your 

thesis to sustain your reader’s interest. You do not get the opportunity 

to do this in the conclusion section of your introduction chapter, 

because this section summarises the content of your opening chapter.

Do not rehearse arguments in this section. You must ensure that the 

content of this section is original to some degree. 



Chapter conclusion
Show the audience you anticipated 
their questions. 

Leave room for Q&A, but use the Appendix 
as a way to show that you both thought 
about those questions and have solid 
answers with supporting information. Let 
the audience test their understanding of the 
problem and the solution you’ve outlined - 
questions give them a chance to talk 
themselves into your approach, and give you 
a chance to show mastery of the subject.

As with all conclusions, you need to find a fresh way to summarise the material that 

you present in the body of your introductory chapter. Do not rephrase the discussion 

you have undertaken throughout the chapter. You should integrate the sub-arguments 

that you explore in this chapter and do so in an inventive way. You must identify the 

interconnectedness between the main points of the chapter.

The concluding sentences in this chapter must offer a direct connection to the opening 

sentences of the next chapter and to the overall theme of the forthcoming chapter.



Further reading
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Example of introductory thesis chapters:

Keller, A. (1996), Single and multiphase flow and transport in fractured porous media (PhD 
thesis), California, USA: Stanford University, 
<http://www2.bren.ucsb.edu/~keller/papers/AKThesis_full_doc.pdf>. Accessed 24 July 
2016.

Truckenbrodt, H. (1995), Phonological phrases--their relation to syntax, focus, and 
prominance (Doctoral dissertation), Boston, USA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
<http://dspace.mit.edu/bitstream/handle/1721.1/11075/34094250-MIT.pdf?sequence=2>. 
Accessed 24 July 2016.

http://www2.bren.ucsb.edu/~keller/papers/AKThesis_full_doc.pdf
http://dspace.mit.edu/bitstream/handle/1721.1/11075/34094250-MIT.pdf?sequence=2
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